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March Newsletter!
It’s Spring! I sit and look out at my bursting bulbs, flowering daphne and 
hellebores, giving pleasure and drawing attention away from the as yet 
unfrocked shrubs and trees. It reminds me that my allotment is primarily 
a vegetable plot with a few flowers, but at home flowers are always a 
part of my vegetable patch and vegetables cruise through the flower 
beds. So it is well timed that Jane has given us some more pointers on 
what we can let flower on our allotments to keep more than just the eyes 
happy. Flowers bring in the pollinators, little energy boosts for busy bees, 
and of course makes a plot appear not overly practical (there speaks my 
feminine side!). Cut flowers remain expensive to buy, and a few plants 
can keep the vases full. Sweet peas are so easy to grow and seed can 
be sown now for a summer of picking, and of course a dahlia or two will 
be in any garden of mine for their flouncy spectacular beauty and vivid 
colours. What’s your favourite? 

On a more sober note, be aware that there will be plot inspections in the 
very near future, and 75% of mature plots need to be under cultivation. 
See notes below. 

Lots to read this month - enjoy as spring unfolds and days become warm 
enough to coax us back to our plots!

 Miranda

Jobs for March

Plot Inspections

Meet Kevin: our tree 
surgeon and wood-
chip supplier

Dandelion the Herb 
of the month

Recipe of the month

Wildlife hacks

and much more!

Connect!
Are you on the 
Ascott Friends 
Facebook Group?  
Different from 
the public Ascott 
Facebook page, 
the private group 
allows plotholders to 
connect and share 
with each other. 
Request to join here. 
And tell your plot 
neighbours, too!

Photo by Stephen

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ascottallotment/
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What to Sow
Outdoors: 

(if you have covered and warmed the soil, 
otherwise under cold frames and cloches):  
Broad beans, Cabbages (summer, autumn, 
red), Calabrese, Leeks, Lettuces, Onions, 
Parsnips, Peas, Spinach, Spring onions, 
Sprouting broccoli.

Indoors:

Aubergines, Brussel sprouts, Cabbages, 
Celeriac, Celery, Chillies and peppers, 
Cucumbers, Fennel, Globe artichokes, 
Lettuces, Sprouting broccoli, Tomatoes

Outdoors Undercover:

Beetroot, Carrots, Cucumbers, Lettuces, 
Oriental leaves, Radishes, Rocket and salad 
leaves, Turnips

Transplant outdoors
Asparagus, Broad beans, Cauliflowers, Garlic, 
Onion sets, Peas, First Early Potatoes, rhubarb 
sets, Shallot sets, Spinach.

Fruit to Plant outdoors
*bare rooted trees should really be in the ground 
already

Apple and pear trees, Blackberries, Cranberries, 
Gooseberries and currants, Grape vines, 
Raspberries, Strawberries

Jobs to do
• Harvest first rhubarb!!

• Plant first early potatoes!

• Rake seedbeds ready for sowing.

• Apply fertilisers and lime if needed (Clive 
has some in stock).

• Feed overwintering crops

• Start weeding!

• Trim and divide herbs

• Cover strawberries

• Prune autumn raspberries down to ground. 
Last chance!

• Feed and mulch fruit trees and bushes with 
high potash fertiliser or blood fish and bone 
or seaweed. Cover with good compost/
mature manure to mulch. 

Plant and Sow &Jobs for March
MARCH

Ascott has had a great 2020, winning Out-
standing in the London in Bloom awards. Let’s 
do it again in 2021!

On this note, plot inspections will be returning. 
Now is the time to crack on with getting your 
plot readied. For those in possession of a plot 
for more than 1 year the Council requires 75% 
of the plot needs to be under cultivation with 
fruit, vegetables or cut flowers. Paths are also 
checked to see that they are being main-
tained. Plots should not have accumulated 
rubbish.

Not sure what this means? Check the website 
for full cultivation details and reach out to the 

 Plot Inspections
Friends if you need advice. https://friendso-
fascott.wordpress.com/useful-reference-doc-
uments

If you have a reason for not being able to 
cultivate your plot, speak up now so we can 
discuss.

The site has never looked so good, huge pro-
gress has been made on so many plots. We 
want you all to have an allotment you can 
be proud of. 

Any issues contact ascottfriends@gmail.com 
and we will be in touch. 

https://friendsofascott.wordpress.com/useful-reference-documents 
https://friendsofascott.wordpress.com/useful-reference-documents 
https://friendsofascott.wordpress.com/useful-reference-documents 


FYI’s
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Lime and fertilisers 
available from Clive/ 
the Trading Hut 
(currently delivered 
to your plot as Clive 
is ‘working from 
home’!)

Blight Fright? Try blight 
resistant varieties of 
tomato 

Sow annuals - direct 
sow hardy annuals 
such as cornflowers 
and marigolds to 
bring in the pollinators

Pond tidy time- 
remove winter 
detritus and consider 
a mesh bag of barley 
straw or a barley ball 
to control algae

Plant Comfrey - ask 
a friend to share a 
bit of their clump for 
making comfrey tea 
fertiliser and  bringing 
in the pollinators

Ever wondered who maintains the 
big trees around the site? And how 
magically wood chip appears  at 
the gates? 

Based extremely loosely on an inter-
view with Kevin, Tree Surgeon and 
wood chip supplier:

H: So how did you get started in 
shredding trees?

K: Well, started at Ealing Council in 
1988, clearing after the ‘Great Storm’ 
of 1987. When opportunity knocks…

H: Did that take long? 

K: Well I’d had enough after 6-7 years 
with the Council and a few more work-
ing with Town and Country Services, so 
‘branched out’ on my own. 

H: How did that pan out for you?

K: Worked with large organisations to start with, like the Police and Rail-
ways, they needed trees dealt with. You know, Copper says get up off 
that road and the tree refuses to move, so it was threatened with the 
shredder and, well, you get the picture, they’d call me in. 

H: Good chip, bad chip? 

K: They don’t call me the Terminator for nothing

H: They call you that?

K: No.

H: And nowadays, with Ascott, who else do you share your shredding 
with? 

K: Most of it comes to Ascott. A bit to Northfields Allotments. But mostly 
Ascott. 

H: Even the bits we don’t really want? Laurel bush for example? 

K: No way - that goes for legal Green Waste Processing, at Country Com-
posts, Ickenham, as I have a Green Waste licence.

H: We want perfect chip every load. Any chance?

K: If only the trees would agree with your idea of perfect. It varies 
through the year, as some trees can’t be cut in spring (eg Acers, Betula) 
and of course, without leaves what’s the point of being a tree? So some 
loads with trees felled when in leaf will have leaf material included. 

Kevin: our tree surgeon and wood-chip supplier! 



when the soil is no longer waterlogged and 
is still easy to dig. Aim is to get the roots out 
whole, as any fragment left will quickly re-
grow. Knock all the soil from the roots (an-
other reason not to dig when the soil is wet), 
otherwise they will continue to grow in the 
compost heap. 
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H: Any tips for young chip layers? 

K: Be astute as to what you need to lay down and what is on 
the pile. Sometimes judicious waiting will pay off - the next 
load may be more of what you want for your task in hand. 

H:  It’s been a bit thin on the ground lately. You been on holi-
day somewhere nice?

K: If only. Covid has made life tough for all of us. Because I 
have to go into people’s gardens to do a proportion of my 
work, that has drastically reduced. Thanks Lockdown. An-
yhow, less trees to operate on means less chip I’m afraid. 
Should pick up again. 

H: We at Ascott are a conservation friendly lot who cherish 
our birds. Currently birds are enjoying moving back onto 
the site. Your shredder going to scare them off?

K: Interesting you should mention this. We are switching 
to battery powered chainsaws and so forth to reduce noise and air 
pollution. All over it. 

H: And what if someone has a tree on site that needs felling or maybe one in their garden that 
needs a tree surgeon?

K: They can contact me on wildwoodtrees@gmail.com and I will sharpen my blades. Great 
rates for my Ascott mates! I may not be able to operate on their sore backs but if you need a 
surgeon for your tree I’m your man!

H: Thanks Kevin. Great work on reducing some of the big trees around the site by the way. 

K: No worries Helen. All in a day’s work. Hasta la vista.

Couch (pronounced ‘cooch’) is a grass that 
produces rapidly-growing roots which spread 
just below the soil surface and produce 
new clumps of grass along their length. It is 
widely used to stabilise embankments and 
footpaths, including the paths on Ascott. But 
what is good for well-trodden paths isn’t ideal 
in every situation: each root grows up to a 
metre a year and couch grass can rapidly in-
vade a plot. It is easily recognised by looking 
at the roots (actually rhizomes): they’re fat 
(2-3 mm), often banded white and brown, 
produce tiny hairy nodes every few centime-
tres, and there’s a lot more root than grass.

Couch is best removed in autumn before it 
puts on its winter growth underground, but 
failing that try early spring, in that brief period 

Steve’s Snippets: Couch Grass
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(Taraxacum officinale) from the Asteraceae 
Family. Its name is taken from the French 
word “dent de lion” meaning lion’s tooth, 
referring to the toothed leaves and also 
“piss-en-lit” meaning pee on the bed due to 
its diuretic properties.

Food: All parts of the dandelion are edible 
and nutritious. The young bitter leaves 
can be sautéed or used in salads, along 
with the flower petals. The leaf is rich in 
minerals, potassium, iron and calcium and 
betacarotene and vitamin E. Dandelion 
wine and beer is produced from the leaves 
and flowers, while the roots can be roasted 
to make dandelion coffee.

On the allotment: Considered by most 
allotmenteers an unwanted pesky weed 
but think again! This is a most treasured 
medicine, beloved by herbalists. You can 
wild harvest around the allotments, but if 
you so want to establish a colony they are 
easily grown from seed. Dandelion flowers 
attract many pollinators and their long tap 
roots helps break up the soil.    
  

Harvest: Dandelion root is best harvested 
in early Spring or in Autumn for its prebiotic 
properties, the flowers mid-late Spring and 
the leaves in Spring for salads and early 
Summer for medicine.     
 

In Herbal Medicine: Dandelion is a Spring 
tonic and one the most effective detoxifying 
herbs. Although the flowers are also used, 
it is mainly the roots and leaves that are 
harvested for medicine - used separately or 
combined.

• Roots: stimulate the digestive system, 
supporting liver and gall bladder function, 
for hangovers, used for skin complaints, as 
a prebiotic (Autumn harvested) and gentle 
laxative.

• Leaves: stimulate the kidneys, removing 
uric acid and waste products, renowned 
as a diuretic, helpful for fluid retention, 
rheumatism, and arthritis.

• Flowers: the oil is used for muscle tendon, 
stiff necks and rheumatic conditions.

Dose: Leaf 1-2 tsp per cup of boiled water. 
Root 1 -2 tsp simmered for 10 mins in a cup of 
water, tincture 1-5ml in water.

Cautions: Bile duct obstruction, acute gall-
bladder inflammation. When not in flower 
the leaves have a few look-a-likes e.g 
chicory, sow thistle, wild lettuce. 

Herb of the Month: Dandelion
By Susan Janikowski, Medical Herbalist
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Garlic Trofie/Spaghetti
Recipe of the Month

Thanks to Rona for getting her personal chef 
Harpreet (and here was me thinking all he did 
was bring in the beer!) to share a favorite quick 
and easy supper dish… runs on from our garlic 
theme last month.

This dish will give you a great garlicky hit, but if 
done correctly, you won’t be regretting it hours or 
even minutes later!

• Take as much garlic as you dare, at least 5 
cloves per person. To prepare the garlic, cut 
each clove lengthways and remove the core, 
this is the hardest part to digest and it causes 
garlic to repeat on you. The core can usually be 
picked out with a small knife, but if the garlic is 
very fresh, you may have to cut away some of it’s 
flesh.

• Bring the garlic to a simmer (do not boil), drain 
and repeat 3 more times!

• For the sauce, it’s 50ml of good olive oil and 50ml of water per person in a measuring jug. 
Season to taste with salt and half a teaspoon of chilli powder per person, or more if you 
dare. Cayenne works great, but I prefer Kashmiri chilli powder for its flavour.

• As soon as the garlic has had its last simmer, drain and place straight into the sauce and 
give it a thorough whiz with a hand blender.

• Cook your pasta to a perfect al dente. The recipe calls for spaghetti but we prefer it with 
fresh trofie. Drain thoroughly.

• Pour the sauce into the hot pan the pasta was boiled in, no further heat required. Stir in 
chopped parsley leaves, discard all or most of the stalks. Thoroughly stir in the pasta.

• Plate or bowl up. Garnish with a sprinkle of chilli powder and enjoy!

• Because there are so few ingredients, try and use the freshest and best quality you can get 
hold of. 

Calling volunteers! Feel you have something to contribute? Take great pictures? Want  to 
write? Please consider joining the Newsletter Team or send an item to share  (a fab tip, a 
lovely pic  or something nice to say about your neighbour?) to us at ascottfriends@gmail.com.
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Growing up my father taught me that gardening was a constant battle 
with the forces of nature. Weeds, pests and diseases needed to be fought 
aggressively in order to succeed. No garage or shed was complete with-
out its own armoury of chemical weapons. Kill or be killed!

Times have changed, of course, and the modern dispo-
sition is towards working with or around nature. On the 
other hand, the range of pests and diseases that afflict our 
planting has, if anything, increased. So, what should we 
do, if we can no longer reach for our chemicals?

The RHS categorizes control responses into 3 types:

• Physical controls – using structures or barriers or methods 
by hand

• Biological controls – using predatory creatures

• Cultural controls: using the environment

It is a good practice to think about what can be done in each category so that you have op-
tions. Very often there are many different ways to tackle a problem. Here are a few examples 
to get you started:

Physical controls

• Netting of brassicas against birds or cabbage white butterflies

• Pinching out tips of broad beans to limit presence of blackfly

• Hand picking of caterpillars from plant leaves

• Use of beer traps to collect slugs

• Growing in a greenhouse or polytunnel to limit exposure to 
wind-borne pathogens such as blight

Biological controls

• Encouragement of ladybirds and lacewing to feed on 
aphids (by providing suitable over-wintering habitats)

• Encouragement of frogs and slow-worms to feed on slugs

• Encouragement of foxes to limit rat population

• Use of nematodes to limit slug presence

Cultural controls

• Consider use of blight resistant cultivars particularly for potatoes and tomatoes

• Use mulch to help retain moisture in the ground and reduce stress on plants

• Grow crops that are more hardy to the climatic changes that we are experiencing now

• Use companion plants to deter predators. For example marigolds are often grown as a 
trap crop to distract pests from the cultivated crops.

Living with Nature
By Paul

Slow worm

Ladybug larvae
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One of the easiest ways to support wildlife on 
your plot is to have grassy paths between the 
beds and to let the grass grow longer than 
you might be used to. Longer grass creates a 
mini-jungle habitat for the ground beetles that 
love to eat slugs, for the caterpillars of various 
moths and butterflies and for grasshoppers – 
and when these creatures thrive, so do birds 
and bats.

Allotment gardeners tend to be wary of grass for fear of its seed wreak-
ing havoc among the vegetables. But it’s easy to prevent that, either 
by keeping on mowing but only every few weeks, or by leave the grass 
to grow taller until just before it sets seed and then being sure to mow or 
clip it carefully.

When you have longer grass, you’ll find grasshoppers springing out of 
your way as you move around the plot, you’ll see more butterflies and 
it’s good to know the grass jungle gives shelter and foraging grounds for 
frogs, newts and slug-eating slow worms.

You’ll also notice colourful flowering plants such as speedwell, red dead-
nettle and scarlet pimpernel appearing amidst the grass; their seeds are 
blown in or dropped by birds. Just like grass, these are unwelcome in the 
fruit or veg bed, but when they grow amongst the grass on plot paths, 
their pretty flowers reassure you that your plot is part of a mosaic of flour-
ishing natural ecosystems.

A word about slow worms

Grass for Wildlife
The Ascott News-
letter is created 
by volunteers!  
Plotholders Miran-
da writes/edits 
and Manuel is 
layout editor. You, 
too, can offer ar-
ticles, comments, 
and photos!  Drop 
a line to ascot-
tfriends@gmail.
com to contrib-
ute!

Thank you!

BLUE HEARTS: COM-
ING SOON!

Coming soon to 
the Ascott site: Blue 
Heart signs to mark 
managed wildlife 
features such as log 
piles, nettle patch-
es for butterflies, 
longer grass to shel-
ter creatures like 
frogs, slow worms, 
beetles etc.

FYIs
They may look like short, bronze 
or golden-grey snakes but in fact 
they’re legless lizards and com-
pletely harmless. Slow worms are 
rare - we’re extremely lucky to 
have them on site – and they’re 
protected by law.

They’re good friends to plot-hold-
ers as they love to eat slugs, snails 
and woodlice. Please look out for 
them when turning compost. If 
you find one and need to move 
it to a safe place, handle it gently 
and for as short a time as possi-
ble. 

You can encourage slow worms 
by providing somewhere for them 
to shelter and warm up: just leave 
a piece of corrugated iron or ply-
wood on the ground, somewhere 
in the open where the sun’s rays 
can heat it up.

By Jane


